
Paraíso presents its schedules and its art, 
architecture and design projects 

Instinto Salvaje, Javier Álvarez, Berta Jayo and Felipe Carvallo will 
be the artists participating in the first edition of Paraíso on June 8 
and 9. 

Monica Boromello is the designer of the three stages of the festival: 
Paraíso Stage, Club Stage and Manifesto by Absolut Stage. 

Madrid, May 2018. In Paraíso, music and art will coexist in one space that will open its 
doors for the first time next June: on Friday 8 at 19:00 and from 17:30 on Saturday 9. 

Paraíso will lend a meaning to its ecosystem through art interventions and installations, as 
well as the design of stages, spaces and rest areas. Works by new creators that integrate in 
a natural way, projects specifically thought for each space of the festival – a paradise full of 
art. Instinto Salvaje, Javier Álvarez, Berta Jayo and Felipe Carvallo are some of the artists 
who will take part in the space with their proposals. 

Sara Kieninger and Lucas Ortiz – Instinto Salvaje – are always driven by experimentation 
and the application of new knowledge to their projects. Their creativity materialises within 
the festival in the form of a light installation that will light up each of the seven letters of 
Paraíso and react to the rhythm of the audience’s dance moves. Multidisciplinary artist 
Javier Álvarez builds LNO – Light Notes –, an installation that suggests a journey through 
frequencies, lights and images, together with sound artists D-Fried & M.E.M.O. 

Berta Jayo presents Color Nuns, a performance created in collaboration with La Juan 
Gallery, in which the audience can enjoy a reinterpretation of nun’s habits. Finally, floral 
artist Felipe Carvallo, from Orquídea Drácula, will be in charge of creating the entrance arch 
to Paraíso. A gate full of colour and beauty that will transport attendees to a new plastic and 
sound dimension: the first edition of Paraíso. 

In addition, the audience will be able to discover the new territories of electronic music 
distributed in three stages that recreate unique atmospheres to be seduced by: Paraíso 
Stage, Club Stage and Manifesto by Absolut Stage. Italian scenographer and architect 
Monica Boromello makes the leap 

to the festival world to recreate in each of these stages, spaces and rest areas an 
environment that integrates music, art and nature. 



Paraíso, a harassment-free festival 

A more sustainable world is also a more humane world. Therefore, Paraíso is a harassment-
free space and the festival will show zero tolerance to any kind of discrimination. 

Harassment includes any discriminatory behaviour based on gender identity, gender 
expression, sexual orientation, disability, physical appearance, race, age or religion. The 
organization encourages all attendees to report any such behaviour that may occur in 
Paraíso. Anyone engaging in inappropriate behaviour will be expelled from Paraíso. 

Day tickets and season tickets 

Regular one-day tickets can be bought for €49 (Friday) and €55 (Saturday). Premium one-
day tickets are sold at €85 (Friday) and €90 (Saturday). Passes can be purchased for €89 
(regular), €160 (premium), and €80 (group). Subscriptions and tickets available at 
www.paraisofestival.com. 

Friday, June 8 

Apparat DJ Set, Awwz, Black Coffee, Danny L Harle, DJ Tennis, GusGus, Hot Chip Megamix, 
HVOB, Jamie Tiller, Kelly Lee Owens, Kiasmos, Larry Herad aka Mr. Fingers, Rodriguez Jr. & 
Liset Alea Sahalé, Tako, Tornado Wallace, Yaeji 

Saturday, June 9 

Acid Pauli, Cumhur Jay, Damian Lazarus & The Ancient Moons, Dekmantel Soundsystem, 
Delaporte, El Búho, Floating Points Solo live, Gerd Janson, Guy Gerber, Henry Saiz & Band, 
Hunee, Ibeyi, Kalabrese, Lovebirds, Mateo Kingman, Palms Trax, Petit Biscuit, Róisín Murphy, 
Tom Trago, Tune-Yards, Yanik Park 

Paraíso awaits you. The countdown begins.


